Testimonials
"I am writing to commend the teachers and staff of Kaesac Learning Centre at
Marine Parade Central. My son, Cylus has been with the centre for 3 years and he
enjoys the Maths and Science classes to a large extent. The teachers at the centre
are patient and dedicated and they mix very well with the students. Not to mention,
the admin and counter staff are very prompt, efficient and friendly in their service.
Unlike other tuition centres that commercialize academic enrichment and treat
students like workers in a production line, teachers at Kaesac attend to the individual
needs of the students and focuses on improving their weak areas. Such method
enables students to attain an overall balanced and high academic results.
Throughout his studying years at Kaesac, Cylus has been able to achieve
consistently good Maths and Science results. This is apparent in the fact that at P5,
he was posted to the elite class of that level in the whole school. At P6, again he
was posted to the class of the "Cream of the Crop" in which the school invests
tremendous amount of resources on grooming the students to represent the school
in many national level competition including the Maths Olympiad.
We are pleased with the excellent academic guidance that this centre has
provided our son, and we hope that it will continue to do so and that more
students can benefit from it in future.

Thank you and regards"

Christina Chua, mother of Cylus

"I'm extremely grateful for all your guidance and dedication in building
Natasha's 7 foundation years in Sakamoto Maths. All the learning from Kaesac
Learning Centre from K2 to Primary 6 have been priceless especially when she
aced her PSLE Maths with A* last year.
Thanks! "

Mdm. Cristal Nora, mother of G. Natasha Francesca

"Thank you, Mr Chua, for teaching me the concepts for solving the questions. You
have helped me a lot !"
Natalene, Student

